


The Russia Exploration!
1,99,999/-
Day 1: Welcome to Russia!

Welcome to Russia! Transfers to hotel in St. Petersburg and begins a short intro
tour of the city and the country.

 

Day 2:

Explore the city of St. Petersburg today. Built with Bridges around Canals and
Rivers. Today leave to visit the Peterhof Palace and end the eve with the Cossack
Show

https://www.mylastminutetrip.com/tour/the-russia-exploration/


Day 3:

Sightseeing of St Petersburg continues. Visit the Peter and Paul Fortress and the
beautiful SS Peter and Paul Cathedral. Also included is a visit to the Church on
Spilled Blood. Lastly visit the treasury filled Hermitage at the Winter Palace. Leave
for Moscow in overnight train today.

 

Day 4:

Welcome to Moscow! Enjoy the day with a walking tour of the Red Square which
includes the St. basil’s cathedral, Kremlin and the Tsar Bell.

Day 5:

Head 65m underground and then explore the Cold War Museum that was until a
few years was a symbol of Soviet Power. End the day with a Moscow by night Tour.

Day 6:

The Golden Ring tour begins today with Suzdal. Today do a walking tour of the
centre of Suzdal where you see the Suzdal Kremlin, Market Square, Alexander
Monastery, Poskrovsky Monastery, and Rizopolozhensky monastery. Lastly visit the
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museum of wooden architecture and then relax in a Russian Banya.

Day 7:

Next stop on the tour is Kostroma which is located on the banks of the Volga River.
Enjoy a tour of the city and visit the fairytale land of the Snow Maiden’s museum.
Explore  the  mansion  and learn  about  the  Russian  fairytales  while  sipping  on
cocktails in an Icebar. Leave for Yaroslavl at night.

Day 8:

Begin by trying your hand at wood painting in one of the city’s oldest monasteries.
Most Modern of the golden ring towns, on the tour see the assumption cathedral,
cathedral of the transfiguration of the Saviour, theatre square etc. Lastly visit the
residence of Her majesty the queen of Maslenitsa. Then head back to the city of
Moscow.

Day 9:

Transfer to airport for your journey back home.

Included

Not
Included


